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WATERBURY — The Wa-terbury Symphony Orchestra traveled through the musical landscapes of Russia, Chile and England in its last concert of the season Saturday night in the Fine Arts Center at Nau-gatuck Valley Community College. 
Music Director Lei f Bjaland led the orchestra in a crowd-pleasing triptych: a colorful showpiece by Salinas book-ended by Tchaikovsky and EI -gar. All three of the evocative works are stories or depic-tions. 
Tchaikovsky's "Francesca da Rimini" is a symphonic fantasy on Dante's story of the ill-fated Francesca (told in the fifth canto of the Inferno). Salinas's "Danzas Peregrinas" is a series of four pilgrim dances preceded by a prelude. Elgar's popular "Enigma" Variations offer a succession of musical portraits, beginning with the composer's wife, circling through his friends and acquaintances, and concluding with Elgar himself. 
The program began with Tchaikovsky's dark, moody "Francesca da Rimini," finding its feet after an unfocused opening. Bjaland maintained the narrative momentum of this substantial single-movement work and made the most of climactic moments. The strings played with commitment, but their relatively small numbers and the auditorium's fairly dry acoustics made it difficult to achieve the lush sound the piece demands. The strongest passages were those with the greatest urgency; several of the quieter episodes suffered from tenta

tive playing. The audience quickly warmed to the 2006 "Danzas Peregrinas" from the Chilean composer and guitarist Hora-cio Salinas (b. 1951). The series of five dances highlighted a trio of soloists — Jessica Warren-Acosta, flute and que-na (Andean flute); Scott Hill, guitar, and Carlos Boltes, viola and charango (a small, round-backed, ten-stringed Andean lute). 
. The piece is not a concerto but a sort of showcase for the soloists with the orchestra as a backdrop. Throughout, Salinas turns to folk influences for both texture and melodic character, with the piece featuring folk-like tunes, virtu-osic strumming and clear if freely shifting tonality. Only the- second dance ventures into more distant harmonic territory, in an extended passage that sounded out of place. 

Texture is one of the piece's strong points: Salinas uses both the melodic and rhythmic capabilities of the guitar and lute to excellent effect, and the multi-hued playing of Hill and Boltes (who perform together as the Alturas Duo) was a treat. Most of the dances open with the plucked instruments exposed, the fltite and orchestra joining in as momentum builds, and the duo unfailingly played with intensity and expressive mu-sicality. 
The piece verges on the sentimental, with the third dance sounding almost like an Andean-influenced echo of the theme from "Schindler's List." This is partly because 

the orchestra is under-utilized, providing color and power but rarely taking on thematic material. But "Danzas Peregrinas" proved to be an audience pleaser that brought a vibrant Chilean voice to die concert hall. 
The WSO dubbed the evening's program "Enigmatic," in honor of Elgar's "Enigma" Variations. The multicolored work provided the heart of the evening, and the orchestra largely played with ardor and assurance. The strings achieved a particularly warm sound in the beautifully-shaped "Nimrod" variation, and again (led by the cellos) in the twelfth. 
The whirlwind opening of the eleventh, however, lacked clarity. 

As in the Tchaikovsky, the orchestra seemed to play best in some of the most challenging moments; it was obvious when the players relaxed their focus. The brass section, in particular, would have benefited from tighter ensemble. Overall, however, it was a strong performance, well-: paced and full of character. 


